
 

  

 

Media Release:  Women United Together in Marshall Island (WUTMI) 

Ebeye now offers support services to local survivors of violence against women and girls 

Monday 15 February 2021 (Republic of the Marshall Islands, RMI): Women United Together 

in Marshall Island’s (WUTMI) is officially launching its new support service for women in Ebeye 

today.   

The support service is called Weto In Mour (A Place of Life): Violence Against Women and Girls 

Support Service, funded by Pacific Women.  

“The women and children survivors of domestic and family violence in remote and island 

locations need support, and so it is critical that we expand our original Weto in Mour service in 

Majuro, out to islands such as Ebeye,” said WUTMI’s Executive Director, Daisy Alik-Momotaro. 

“We’ve received incredible support from iroj laplap (Chief) Michael Kabua, the Kwajalein Local 

Government, lerooj Anta James John and the Rukjenleen Club advisors help us develop this 

centre and make this launch day possible,.” 

The Weto In Mour centre in Ebeye will provide support to survivors of violence along with 

education and awareness to help prevent gender-based violence. 

Funding for the Ebeye centre is from the EU-UN Spotlight Initiative, via UN Women, 

complementing support from Australia through Pacific Women Shaping Pacific Development 

(Pacific Women) that funded the Majuro Weto In Mour – the first ever service for domestic 

violence survivors in RMI. Pacific Women also provide technical support for all WIM staff.  

“Today sets a milestone in the RMI in our fight against sexual violence and harassment against 

our young adolescents and women of all ages,” Ms Alik-Momotaro said. 

“Surveys have shown that an alarming one in three Marshallese women have experienced 

some form of abuse in their lifetime. RMI’s rates of violence against women and children are 

staggering and unacceptable for a nation whose culture is built on peace, care and love for 

family and clan; a traditional structure that has existed for centuries. The Republic of the 

Marshall Islands is a matrilineal society where land inheriting is passed through the lineage of 

women.   

WUTMI established RMI’s first counselling service called Weto in Mour in 2016, with the support 

of Pacific Women Shaping Pacific Development (Pacific Women). Weto in Mour continues to 

increase awareness about violence against women and to improve the referral network and 

services provided for its survivors.  

“WUTMI is committed to ensure that perpetrators, child molesters, pedophiles and human 

traffickers are punished to the highest extent of the law,” Ms Alik-Momotaro said. 

“Safe havens must be established in our hospitals, police stations, courthouse to protect 

survivors once a case is reported.” 

For more information:  

https://spotlightinitiative.org/
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